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Everything you've ever wanted to know about writing groups can be found in this 
new volume in the Studies in Writing and Rhetoric Series published for the Conference 
on College Composition and Communication. In Writing Groups Anne Ruggles Gere, a 
professor at the University of Washington, investigates archival material and historical 
accounts to make a strong case for incorporating writing groups into the composition 
classroom and, in the process, dispels the popular myth that such groups are new
fangled classroom diversions designed by overworked or lazy teachers . Gere shows 
that writing groups have existed for centuries, both within and outside of the academic 
community, and have contributed to the development of literacy by enabling writers to 
communicate with one another about their writing. Underlying her conviction about 
the value of writing groups is the assumption that writing is a social activity. 

Gere establishes the legitimacy of writing groups by tracing their history in the U.S., 
both within and outside of the academic setting. Writing groups existed in Colonial 
America as university literary societies, such as Harvard's Spy Club, and outside the 
academic community as self-improvement groups, Ben Franklin's Junto for example. 
Writing groups also have a special place in the history of education for women; such 
groups as the Female Mutual Improvement Society provided an intellectual forum for 
women deprived of more than a rudimentary education. Throughout the nineteenth 
century writing groups of various types and sizes flourished; there were the Lyceum 
groups, the Chautauqua circles, the women's clubs, and the university literary clubs. 
The success of university-sponsored writing groups led to the establishment of "experi
mental" writing groups in high schools by the turn of the century. Research of the day, 
virtually ignored by recent scholars, corroborates contemporary studies which show 
that composition students who participate in writing groups show greater improvement 
in essay writing than their peers in traditional classes. Clear gains are found in the areas 
of student motivation toward writing and revising, audience awareness, critical think
ing skills, and enhanced self-image. 

After establishing that writing groups have historical precedent, Gere considers their 
I 
theoretical basis . She summarizes the positions of several prominent contemporary 
composition theorists (Bruffee, Elbow, Moffett, Macrorie, Murray) who advocate 
writing groups. Gere indicates that theories of language development have affected 
approaches to teaching writing. While Piaget's assumption that language is egocentric 
reinforces the attitude that writing is a solo activity, Vygotsky's theory of language 
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In her fi~al _two chapters Gere considers the implications of her study and provides 
general guidelmes for the teacher interested in establi"sh· 1 . . 
Sh h . mg c assroom wntmg groups 
de_ em~ as1zes that a non-threatening classroom environment is essential. Acknowl~ 

;h g:ng \.at some teachers have "tried" writing groups without success Gere contends 
~ wn mg groups usually fail because teachers were not committed t~ th 

failed to d e concept or 
. prepare stu ents adequately for group activities . The teacher is "not to 

abdicate responsibility but to assume it differently" (106) G 1 d h . . 
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groups contribute to the development of literacy within a social commun·t 

Th~ b~ok conclude~ with a two-part, forty-page bibliography. The an~;ated first 
part lists m chronological order pertinent relevant studies· the second part . t f 
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~ approximately 400 entries. Gere's lucid discussion of the histor 
;etyi-va~~ implications of writing groups together with her extensive bibliograp~ 

af e rztmg Groups a valuable reference tool for any composition teacher and ·n ·t 
so t cover, one that all can afford . ' i i s 
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Nancie Atwell has taught junior high school English in Boothbay Harbor, Maine, 
since 1975. In The Middle is her description of how she teaches reading and writing to 
eighth graders and of the evolution in her thinking that has led her to these practices. 
Although her situation may differ from that of many English teachers-Boothbay 
Harbor is a small, all white community-her approach to teaching and her understand
ing of adolescents have much to offer secondary teachers in any setting. For junior high 
school lauguage arts teachers in particular, this is an important book, one to add to 
their own professional libraries and read soon. 

One of its striking features is that it shows how the ideas of Donald Graves and his 
associates can function in a junior high school setting. A major point Atwell makes is 
that such an approach not only works at this level, but that it is the most sensible way 
to teach a junior high school language arts class. She explains her rationale in an early 
chapter, "Making the Best of Adolescence," where her description of the special charac
teristics of this age group has a ring of accuracy any junior high teacher will recognize. 
Atwell's experience is that the ideas of Graves (and other writing teachers she admires
Susan Sowers, Lucy Calkins, Dixie Goswami, and Donald Murray) succeed best in a 
workshop setting. And she believes that such a setting capitalizes on the special 
characteristics of junior-high-aged students . 

One of Atwell's considerations is that junior high students need to move, as do real 
writers and readers. Therefore, she arranges her classroom so that students can move 
purposefully among various areas to find books of every kind, writing materials, many 
kinds of references and resources, as well as places for response and solitude. Another 
way the workshops acknowledge the needs of this age group is that they are structured 
to let students assume control and responsibility. In the sessions, eighth graders write 
on topics they have chosen and read books they have selected. Atwell brings social 
relationships, which come first with this age group, into the classroom and puts them to 
work in the kind of on-the-job conversation that happens when students talk to one 
another, one-to-one or in small groups, about their reading and writing. Atwell credits 
Dixie Goswami, a teacher at The Bread Loaf School of English Program in Writing, for 
leading her to an understanding of the three basic principles that underlie the work
shop method and that account for its success: time, ownership, and response. 

Because Atwell's reputation as an innovative teacher has spread, Donald Graves and 
eleven other University of New Hampshire professors visited her classroom in the 




